
Good morning. It’s an honor to be here with you. Thank you for your service. 

I’m excited to have this opportunity to talk to you about a topic which I refer to as

“social media jihad.”

NOTE:  This material comprises remarks prepared by Michael S. Smith II for his

presentation delivered during the NC-SC Counterterrorism Conference hosted in

North Charleston, SC by the National Sheriff’s Association, titled “Social Media

Jihad” (15 February 2016).

Social Media Jihad 
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My name is Mike Smith. I’m a terrorism analyst with Kronos Advisory. Among my

specialties is analysis of influence operations of Salafi-Jihadist elements like 

al-Qa’ida and the Islamic State. 

Now, I’ve been told self-deprecratory comments can serve as a good icebreaker for

presentations on such important issues.

ScreenShot ISIS Storm: AmerIcA on Alert (nBc/hIStory channel)
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So, while I have had the privilege of collaborating with legends from the USIC like

CIA’s original AQ analyst Cindy Storer, who has joined me here today, along with

high-profile groups of cyber operatives like Ghost Security Group and ControlSec,

a member of which, former Miss Jordan Lara Abdallat, is on the left of this slide …

And while members of Congress like Sue Myrick, who helped organize this confer-

ence, have taken interest in my work … And while senior figures from the USIC like

former CIA Dir Petraeus have provided their imprimaturs for the data I have been

helping generate regarding the Islamic State’s online activities … And while foreign

governments’ interests in this data has landed me in some fairly exotic places —

the photo on the right was taken in Dubai last year … And while a producer from a

major television network will be filming this presentation … I want to acknowledge

up front …
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… I am not this guy. But I do want you to stay thirsty. So, at the conclusion of this

presentation, I will present a small cash prize to the audience member who is the

first to answer a pop quiz question. So please pay careful attention to what I’m

going to share with you. I’ve been given a small window to cover a big topic.

Stay Thirsty!
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How does the Islamic State use social media? The simplest answer to this question

is:  More aggressively than any other terrorist group in history. Meanwhile, the truth

is, the Islamic State is using social media in a variety of ways, and for a variety of

purposes. All of which is aimed aimed at advancing a globally-oriented agenda at

the expense of US/allied interests. Indeed, ultimately, the Islamic State is using 

social media as a crucial tool to manage the most dynamic, and, arguably, the most

effective global influence operation of any terrorist group in history. To that end, for

analysts, it’s not uncommon that a given social media post from the Islamic State

can be interpreted as being intended to serve an array of purposes. Some of which

are strategic in orientation, while others are of a more tactical character. 

This presentation was developed to help inform understandings of how the group is

using social media to pursue several objectives part of the group’s larger agenda,

with focus on objectives which are of foremost concern to counterterrorism 

practitioners tasked with managing threats posed by the Islamic State within the

US. In addition, this presentation aims to help inform understandings of certain 

drivers of this phenomenon.
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A couple of years ago, senior officials anticipated that those of you in this room

would probably be less likely to be on the front lines in the war on terrorism. 

However, the death of Usama bin Ladin and the sweeping changes taking place

throughout the Middle East and North Africa during the Arab Spring did not render

the ideology which informs the agendas of terrorists comprising the Global Jihad

movement less of a threat to the US and its allies.1

1. See “National Strategy for Counterterrorism.” The White House (2011).

“Since the beginning of 2011, the transformative change sweeping

North Africa and the Middle East — along with the death of Usama

bin Laden — has further changed the nature of the terrorist threat,

particularly as the relevance of al-Qa’ida and its ideology has been

further diminished.”
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As was highlighted in a 2014 report by Dr. Seth Jones about participation in the

Global Jihad movement during and following the Arab Spring, there is hard 

evidence which illustrates the base of adherents to the ideology which informs the

agendas of all elements comprising the Global Jihad movement — be it al-Qa’ida

or the Islamic State — has exploded in recent years. According to Dr. Jones’ 

findings, the number of Salafi-Jihadists more than doubled between 2010-2013.2

As Dr. Jones’ research further highlights, a key driver in this new growth phase for

the Global Jihad movement is the Syrian Jihad.

2. Seth G. Jones. “A Persistent Threat:  The Evolution of al Qa’ida and Other Salafi 

Jihadists.” RAND (2013).

The number of Salafi jihadists more

than doubled from 2010 to 2013 ...

The war in Syria was the single

most important attraction for

Salafi-jihadist fighters.
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Why should this matter to law enforcement officials in the US?

The answer is:  Because all elements comprising the Global Jihad movement are

adherents of an ideology known as Salafiyya Jihadiyya. This is an intensely 

orthopraxic ideology.3 Faith is demonstrated by action — jihad.

For all elements comprising this movement, their jihad aims to reduce the influence

capabilities of so-called “unIslamic” entities. Their primary targets are the US and

its allies. Salafi-Jihadis view Western nations in particular as responsible for 

corrupting Islamic societies, and, more broadly, creating conditions in the world

which prevent the “true” faith from enjoying the role in all facets of life which they

say was intended by the Prophet Mohamed, his companions, and the Salaf. For

these elements, the abolition of the caliphate in the 1920s by Turkish premier

Mustafa Kemal was the result of growing Western secularist influence in the 

Muslim world.4

According to Salafi-Jihadis, Islamic scripture and traditions demand that a caliphate

exist. Accordingly, a separation of church and state is anathema to the model of life

provided by the Prophet Mohamed, his companions, and the Salaf. As you may

know, the Salaf were the first generations of Muslims. In a short span of time, they

grew the original caliphate into one of the largest empires in world history.

3. See discussion of “Islam as an orthopraxis” in the Salafi spectrum of Sunni Islam 

in Emmanuel Sivan. “The Clash Within Islam.” Survival. Vol 45, No 1 (2003). Pages 

25-44.

4. See chapter titled “Why They Did It” in Mary Habeck. Knowing the Enemy: Jihadist

Ideology and the War on Terror. Yale Univ Press (2006).

“Speech will not benefit

you without action, for

there is no faith without

action.”

—Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi
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For the Islamic State in particular, the target list for this jihad is massive. So-called

“disbelievers,” a term used to refer to individuals who do not profess to be Sunni

Muslims, are not the only targets. Further, leveraging takfirist logic more 

aggressively than al-Qa’ida, the Islamic State has branded all Muslims who do not

pledge allegiance to their so-called “caliph,” Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, as legitimate

targets in terrorist attacks. 

Takfir is the practice of accusing a Muslim of apostatizing, or turning one’s back on

the faith via failure to either demonstrate adherence to guidance for Muslims 

provided by religious texts and religious authorities, or living one’s life in a manner

which is inconsistent with models for behavior encouraged by various Islamic 

traditions. 

Traditionally, the caliph has held a superior rank over all Muslims, serving as a 

religious, political and military leader. Traditionally, Muslims pledged allegiance to

the caliph. Therefore, according to the Islamic State, anyone claiming to be a 

Muslim who does not pledge allegiance to al-Baghdadi is turning his/her back on

their professed faith. And, in many Muslim societies, corporal punishment has 

traditionally been meted out to address such acts.

Takfir is a term which is often used pejoratively in popular media throughout much

of the Muslim world, and in reference to radical elements like IS. This is because

the practice of takfir is very controversial, as Islamic scripture prohibits Muslims

from causing harm to other Muslims. Hence al-Qa’ida’s senior leaders took issue

with the brutal terror campaigns waged by al-Baghdadi’s predecessor, Abu Musab

al-Zarqawi, which often killed more Muslims than Western troops.5 6 

5. In July 2005, al-Qa’ida’s then deputy commander Ayman al-Zawahiri wrote to 

al-Zarqawi to encourage him to modify his strategy so as to improve the prospects that,

with his help, al-Qa’ida might restore a caliphal model of governance in the Levant.

English-language translation accessible at the Combatting Terrorism Center at West

Point’s website via https://www.ctc.usma.edu/v2/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Za-

wahiris-Letter-to-Zarqawi-Translation.pdf 

6. Also in 2005, the senior al-Qa’ida leader known as Atiyatallah sent a critical letter to

al-Zarqawi to encourage him to revise his tactics due to concerns his brutal campaigns

may result in the blowback encountered by the GIA in Algeria during the 1990s. 

English-language translation accessible at the Combatting Terrorism Center at West

Point’s website via https://www.ctc.usma.edu/posts/atiyahs-letter-to-zarqawi-english-

translation-2
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Dabiq 1 (JUly ‘14)

Indeed, while al-Qa’ida’s agenda is defined by takfirist logic, its current leader has

rigorously endeavored to cast aside the moniker of takfiri that has been applied to

his terrorist organization by popular Arab media.7 Meanwhile, the Islamic State has

gone so far as to portray al-Qa’ida and the Muslim Brotherhood as unIslamic due to

their failures to rigorously enforce takfirist principles in their treatments of 

individuals who do not support their Islamist agendas. For example, see the 

excerpt from the first issue of Dabiq, a publication produced by the Islamic State’s

official media wing, al-Hayat, provided in this slide.

For CVE professionals, this should make it easier to generate anti-IS partners than

has been the case with elements like al-Qa’ida. Because this creates an exploitable

tension between Muslims who do not pledge allegiance to al-Baghdadi and his 

terrorist organization, which is accusing those Muslims of apostasy.

7. Ayman al-Zawahiri. Knights Under the Banner of the Prophet. 2ed (2010). As-Sahab

Media Foundation (al-Qa’ida).
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Adherents of Salafiyya Jihadiyya, the ideology which informs both al-Qa’ida’s 

and the Islamic State’s agendas, have made a conscious decision to assume 

responsibility for doing a variety of things to demonstrate their faith. This includes

punishing the US and its allies. 

As they see it, the US and other Western powers are managing a crusade aimed at

erasing the “true” faith from the earth. Whereas Salafists are beholden to 

countering Western influence through preaching and proselytizing, Salafi-Jihadists

believe that the “enemies” of the faith will not relent in their crusade in response to

words alone. Therefore, violence is a necessity.8

And when it comes to achieving influence over elements comprising this 

movement, few things are a more powerful credential than having the blood of

Westerners on one’s hands. Indeed, a key objective part of the Islamic State’s 

social media campaign is to build brand equity within the Global Jihad movement at

the expense of al-Qa’ida’s brand equity. IS’s strategy clearly entails engineering a

persona of a group which aims to do something bigger than the 9/11 attacks of

2001, as one French-speaking Islamic State member put it in a video published 

online by the terrorist group late last year.9

On this slide there are four screenshots:  The background is an advertisement 

circulated in IS social media networks for a propaganda video released last year, 

titled “We Will Burn America Again.” As you can see, this video was promoted on

Twitter using the hashtag term #WeWillBurnUSAgain. In the foreground are

screenshots of Twitter posts by IS members late last year that contain addresses

for former DIA Dir Mike Flynn, CIA Dir John Brennan, and former NCTC Dir Matt

Olsen. The purpose of these posts is to stimulate interest among the terrorist

group’s support base in assassinating symbols of the US national security 

community. (Gen Flynn confirmed that was his address; he had moved months 

earlier.)

8. Sayyid Qutb. Signposts (1964). Translations of relevant section of text contained in

Gilles Kepel. Muslim Extremism in Egypt:  The Prophet and Pharaoh. University of 

California Press (1985).

9. “Paris S’est Effondre.” Official Media Wing of the al-Halab Province (Islamic State).

November 2015.
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In his testimony delivered before the Senate last week that was part of the US 

Intelligence Community’s annual World Wide Threat Assessment, DNI Clapper 

covered several of the items I’ve been asked to speak with you about. In DNI 

Clapper’s words:  “ISIL has used cyber to its great advantage, not only for 

recruitment and propaganda, but also to hack and release sensitive information

about US military personnel. As a non-state actor, ISIL displays unprecedented 

online proficiency.”10 Yet, based on the screenshots I’ve included in this and the

previous slide — screenshots which document where IS’s hacking division has

posted home addresses for senior intelligence officials, including DNI Clapper and

CIA Dir Brennan — the Islamic State’s interest is not exclusive to US military 

personnel. Indeed, elected and unelected individuals who represent America’s 

governmental institutions have been designated targets by the Islamic State. 

10. DNI James R. Clapper. Opening Remarks, IC’s Worldwide Threat Assessment. 

9 February 2016. Accessible via http://www.dni.gov/files/documents/2016-02-

09SASC_open_threat_hearing_transcript.pdf

“ISIL has used cyber to its

great advantage, not only for

recruitment and propaganda,

but also to hack and release

sensitive information about

US military personnel. As a

non-state actor, ISIL displays

unprecedented online 

proficiency.”

dnI claPPer. oPenIng remarkS, Ic’S 2016 worldwIde threat aSSeSSment
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Now that we can all agree the data highlights we have a big problem on our hands

— not just in the Middle East and North Africa, but also here in the West — let’s

take a look at some things that will provide context for the issue I’m here to discuss

with you. 

In my view, the Islamic State’s prolific exploitation of social media technologies

highlights a natural evolution in engagement strategies among Islamist and Salafi-

Jihadist elements that have historically harnessed many of the public relations tools

used by mainstream institutions. The suggestion that federal officials and 

executives at social media companies couldn’t see this coming defies credulity.

Particularly when you consider there is volumes of information in the Open Source

Center concerning terrorists’ social media accounts going back years. If you don’t

know what the Open Source Center is, please go to opensource.gov and register

for an account. Therein, you’ll find one of the largest repositories of English-

language translations of foreign-language OSINT available in the US.

Raise your hand if you can identify all three of the individuals featured in this slide.

On the left, we have Sayyid Qutb. Qutb was a member of the Guidance Council of

the Muslim Brotherhood’s Egyptian Branch.11 Soon after his appointment to the

Brotherhood’s Guidance Council, he was appointed to lead the Brotherhood’s 

Qism Nashr al-Dawa (Propagation of the Call Department). His role as a chief 

propagandist for the Brotherhood was expanded with his appointment to the posi-

tion of editor-in-chief of its weekly publication, titled al-Ikhwan al-Muslimin.12 He was

also one of the most popular Muslim writers of his time, with powerful elements like

the Wahhabis of Saudi Arabia endorsing his works like In the Shade of the Quran.

For the Wahhabis, Brotherhood thought leaders were important sources of counter-

narratives to Egyptian strongman Gamal Nasser’s vision for a pan-Arab, versus a

pan-Islamic, future for the Middle East and North Africa.

Due in large part to his publication of a work titled Signposts, alternatively 

Milestones, which effectively provided a roadmap for the Global Jihad movement,

Qutb was found guilty of treason and executed by the Nasser government in 1966.

The section of this work covering the topic of jihad was so alarming that, for

decades, editions of the work approved for distribution throughout much of the

Muslim world did not include this section due to restrictions imposed by various

governments. 

11. John Calvert. Sayyid Qutb and the Origins of Radical Islam. Oxford University

Press (2013).

12. See discussion of Qutb’s work as propagandist in Jarret M. Brachman. Global 

Jihadism:  Theory and Practice. Routledge (2009).
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Although Muslim Brotherhood thought leaders have advised that readers of this

material should carefully consider the harsh conditions Qutb and other MB 

members encountered in Egypt when Nasser cracked down on the group, and 

although the organization has more recently been focused on advancing its 

Islamist agenda via the ballot box versus the bullet, the Brotherhood has not 

officially dissociated their “movement” from Qutb’s clarion call to jihad.

Today, Qutb is widely regarded among experts as the godfather of that which some

refer to as the “modern jihad.” An exhaustive study completed by analysts at the

Combatting Terrorism Center at West Point in 2006 highlighted that, in the oeuvre

of jihadist theoreticians’ works which inform the agendas of elements comprising

the Global Jihad movement, Qutb’s works are the most influential.13

So it is hardly a coincidence that, titled “al-Qa’ida al-Subah” (The Solid Base),14 the

article published in the April 1988 edition of al-Jihad magazine by Afghan Jihad

leader Abdallah Azzam (the guy in the middle on the slide) that functioned as a

mandate for the creation of al-Qa’ida by his mentee Usama bin Ladin (the guy on

the right) reads like a condensed iteration of Qutb’s infamous jihadist manifesto,

Signposts. In which, Qutb wrote, an Islamic revival must be launched by force by

an Islamist “vanguard” who will strive to topple governments which stand in the way

of Islam enjoying universal dominion within the Muslim world, “followed, sooner or

later, by their conquest of world domination.”15 Al-Qa’ida fashioned itself as this

“vanguard.” But today, the Islamic State claims to be leading the jihad charted by

bin Ladin, whose successor, so IS has claimed in its propaganda materials, has

steered al-Qa’ida off course.16

While dead, all three of those individuals before you enjoy iconic statures in the

imaginations of the Islamic State’s support base.

13. William McCants (ed). “Militant Ideology Atlas.” Combatting Terrorism Center at

West Point (2006).

14. Abdallah Azzam. “Al-Qa’ida Al-Subah.” al-Jihad. April 1988. Pages 4-6. Original text

and translation accessible via

http://kronosadvisory.com/Kronos_InsideTheJihad_AlQaidaAlSubah.pdf

15. Translation and analysis of Signposts in Gilles Kepel. Muslim Extremism in Egypt:

The Prophet and Pharaoh. University of California Press (1985).

16. Unattributed. “Responding to the Doubts.” Dabiq. Issue 7 (Feb 2015). Al-Hayat 

(Islamic State). Page 25. While extolling bin Ladin, whom the author refers to as the

“reviver of the era and crusher of the Americans, the man equal to an ummah,” 

the author asserts al-Zawahiri “abandoned the pure heritage left by Shaykh Usama 

[bin Ladin].”
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n So if you see someone on Twitter or Facebook encouraging a young person in your

community to seek out copies of Qutb’s writings, there’s a very good chance that

this young person is being engaged by a recruiter for a terrorist group. And if you

see someone downloading messages from the likes of bin Ladin, Anwar al-Awlaki

and other influential deceased al-Qa’ida figures, be aware that, despite the 

competition for influence underway between al-Qa’ida and the Islamic State, you

may have an IS sympathizer on your hands. Indeed, bin Ladin’s legend is being

appropriated by IS propagandists. And the guidance for Muslims provided by 

al-Qa’ida mouthpieces like al-Awlaki is promoted by IS propagandists. For 

example, both al-Awlaki’s and bin Ladin’s statements were leveraged to make the

case for why Muslim’s should support the Islamic State’s jihad in a feature article 

titled “Reflections on the Final Crusade” that was published in the fourth issue of

Dabiq.17 It is also common to find images of bin Ladin and references to his 

statements in Islamic State propaganda videos. For example, the image on the

previous slide is a screenshot of an Islamic State propaganda video that contains

images of bin Ladin. It is often the case that bin Ladin is used by IS propagandists

to stimulate thoughts about the 9/11 attacks of 2001.

On the left of this slide is a screenshot of a Twitter account that was managed by

Junaid Hussain’s widow, Sally Jones. As you can see, she is not only advertising

where one may find Secretary of State John Kerry’s designation of her in the 

Federal Register;18 she is promoting material by Anwar al-Awlaki. On the upper

right is a screenshot from an IS video featuring a jihadi whose kunya is bin Ladin.

(Note: A member of the bin Ladin family confirmed for me that he is not a member

of Usama bin Ladin’s family.) Below this, we have screenshots of a video released

in January 2016 by IS’s Libya operatives to encourage more jihadis in Somalia to

defect from al-Qa’ida’s East Africa branch, al-Shabaab, and join IS. The video 

begins with bin Ladin speaking about the importance of, in his words, “pledging

obedience to the group most practicing the truth and characterized by it.”

17. Unattributed. “Reflections on the Final Crusade.” Dabiq. Issue 4 (Oct 2014). 

Al-Hayat (Islamic State). Pages 43-44.

18. John F. Kerry. “In the Matter of the Designation of Sally-Anne Frances Jones, Also

Known as Sally Anne Jones, Also Known as Sally Jones, Also Known as Umm Hussain

al-Britani, Also Known as Sakinah Hussain, as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist

pursuant to Section 1(b) of Executive Order 13224, as Amended.” 21 September 2015.

Acessible via https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2015/09/30/2015-24894/in-the-

matter-of-the-designation-of-sally-anne-frances-jones-also-known-as-sally-anne-jones-

also 

19. Michael S. Smith II. “Bin Ladin Family Member:  DA’ISH’s ‘Bin Ladin’ Not a son of

Bin Ladin.” DOWNRANGE. 16 April 2015. Accessible via

http://insidethejihad.com/2015/04/daishs-bin-ladin-not-a-son-of-bin-ladin/
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Several things I just mentioned are closer to the topic I’m here to discuss with you:

Influence operations. More specifically, Islamist and jihadist elements’ uses of 

popular media to shape perceptions. 

During Qutb’s time, formal publication was a format which bolstered perceptions of

the credibility of a given group’s narratives. Equally important, it provided ease of

access. And ease of access is crucial. 

The reason IS propagandists have established a model of open communications

on popular, easy-to-access spaces of the Internet like Twitter is because, in relation

to the capability to achieve immediate impact, a pivot to the Dark or Deep Web

would be tantamount to suddenly announcing all future statements from the group

will be issued solely in Sanskrit. The group utilizes spaces of the Internet which a

majority of the members of its target audiences are familiar with — especially

young individuals in the West. This ensures the terrorist group’s content is 

accessible, especially via mobile devices. Of course, this also ensures supporters

can immediately notify IS’s global support base of acts of terrorism they have 

committed to demonstrate their allegiance to the terrorist group’s leader.

In the cases of Qutb and Hassan al-Banna, who was the founder of the Muslim

Brotherhood, the aura of credibility established with large production and 

distribution runs for books, newspapers and pamphlets was crucial. Their writings

covered topics that, traditionally, only people holding a variety of religious 

credentials — credentials which they lacked — could speak authoritatively about.

So they packaged their materials in manners which provided an authoritative 

veneer. Inasmuch as these materials were engineered to promote awareness of,

and attract support for their Islamist agenda, these products helped create a 

persona for the Brotherhood of a well-organized, influential institution. Think 

political party.

Fast forward to the 1980s:  Among the key tools Abdallah Azzam and his mentee

Usama bin Ladin used to drum up support for the Afghan Jihad were books and

pamphlets authored by Azzam, such as Join the Caravan, along with an official

magazine for the Afghan Jihad, titled al-Jihad. Also of vital importance was 

coverage of their activities by the news media. Through all of this, they cast the

Afghan Jihad in the light of a manifestation of divine providence — a project that all

Muslims should support. And once the lesser-equipped mujahidin realized success

over the Soviet Union, one of the world’s two great powers during the Cold War,

perceptions of the credibility of their claim that it was the “will of Allah” for jihadis to

drive “unIslamic” elements out of so-called “historically Muslim lands” grew.

al-JihaD

ScreenShot mAnhunt: the SeArch for bIn lAden (hBo)
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On this slide we have the contents page of the edition of al-Jihad which contained

Abdallah Azzam’s article titled “al-Qa’ida al-Subah,” or “The Solid Base.” As you

can see, aside from offices in the Muslim world, the magazine contained contact

addresses in the USA, West Germany, the UK, France, Spain and Sweden. 

For what was to become the al-Qa’ida network, ease of access was an openly 

acknowledged priority.

excerPtS Al-jIhAd (aPrIl ‘88)
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Azzam and bin Ladin also created a celebrity like status for the “Arab Afghan” jihadi 
fighter for key audiences — not only in places like Saudi Arabia or Libya, but also 
as far away as Europe and the United States. So one could reasonably argue that 
they were basically harnessing marketing concepts developed in the West. Indeed, 
by the 1980s, a celebrity was among the most powerful marketing tools in the 
world. (S)he was the embodiment of success, and a figure whose successes 

others strove to achieve for themselves while emulating as much of their behaviors 
as possible. (Think Dallas, and the immense success of its clothing line.)

Today, much of the Islamic State’s propaganda is designed to “celebritize” fighters. 
The Islamic State’s seemingly omnipresent status in mainstream media news 

cycles also serves to generate this effect for (potentially) sympathetic audiences, as 
major news organizations typically focus on covering important events, 

organizations and individuals.20

20. “And of course, ISIS also manipulates us, television news. They put their videos 
online; we put them on television.” Fareed Zakaria in Fareed Zakaria GPS. “Blindsided: 
How ISIS Shook the World.” CNN (2015). 20:51. Accessible via

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VOPPQTqZx-U
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East africa EMbassiEs Plot
cia’s first 2 casUaltiEs in War With aQ
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MogadishU

While the celebrity-like status of the jihadi fighter did a great deal to help cultivate

interest in the Global Jihad movement, in relation to influence capabilities within the

movement, nothing proved more valuable to al-Qa’ida than matching words with

deeds. As the leadership within the Islamic State is well aware, it was when 

al-Qa’ida really started doing things that members of older jihadi groups al-Qa’ida

was merely trying to collaborate with threw their support behind bin Ladin. 

Eventually, al-Qa’ida’s current leader formally joined them when he merged the 

militant faction of Egyptian Islamic Jihad with al-Qa’ida just before the 9/11 attacks

of 2001.

That so many aspirant jihadis threw their support behind bin Ladin during the

1990s, but especially after the 9/11 attacks of 2001, highlighted just how powerful a

tool a pattern of action is when it comes to the matter of influencing adherents to

Salafiyya Jihadiyya.
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Fast forward from the 1990s to 2012:  Yes, bin Ladin is dead … but the Syrian

Jihad is galvanizing Salafist and, more notably, Salafi-Jihadist spheres in a manner

not seen since the Afghan Jihad, the Bosnian Jihad, or the jihad that erupted when

the US “occupied” Iraq. With the fall of Mubarak … With the ouster of Qadhafi …

With the shift of focus on the parts of conservative Gulf states like Qatar from 

helping Islamist elements effect regime changes in North Africa to limiting Iran’s 

influence capabilities in the Middle East vis-à-vis the overthrow of the Assad regime

… With the rise of governments in Libya, Egypt and Tunisia that were either unable

or unwilling to take action to prevent Salafi-Jihadist elements from utilizing these

countries as bases to train and deploy terrorists to conduct operations elsewhere

… With the Islamist government of Turkey — a NATO member — turning a blind

eye to terrorist groups’ uses of its territory to move individuals and materiel into

Syria … With even the world’s foremost influential Sunni clerics like Muslim 

Brotherhood thought leader Yusuf al-Qaradawi proclaiming that support for the 

Syrian Jihad is obligatory for each Muslim … With the US calling for Assad to step

down, but then refusing to take decisive action to remove him from power after he

killed more of his own people than Saddam Hussein and Qadhafi … With the US

troop drawdown leaving an ill-equipped and evidently unmotivated Shiite-majority

force to “deter” a potential resurgence of al-Qa’ida-affiliated elements within 

majority-Sunni environs of Iraq that connected to ungoverned spaces in Syria …

With all of this and more taking shape, in Syria and Iraq, the stars aligned for the

Global Jihad movement in a manner never seen before. Indeed, as the Islamic

State would eventually describe it in the pages of Dabiq, a “perfect storm” had 

unfolded.

Not only did Syria become a veritable vortex for aspirant jihadis from around the

world; the mix of new membership growth opportunities and the very real potential

of establishing a base for both regional and global operations became a recipe for

something truly ambitious. Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the leader of al-Qa’ida’s Iraq-

based network, who had deployed operatives like Abu Mohamed al-Jawlani to

Syria to establish a new branch of al-Qa’ida (Jabhat al-Nusra), recognized that all

of the energy surrounding the Syrian Jihad and the ever-growing human resources

base available in Syria could be harnessed to achieve the goal shared by al-Qa’ida

and all other elements comprising the Global Jihad movement.21 And several 

21. In al-Qa’ida’s “Constitutional Charter,” the group’s goals are defined as “The victory

of the mighty religion of Allah, the establishment of an Islamic Regime and the restora-

tion of the Islamic Caliphate, God willing.” See “Al-Qaida:  Constitutional Charter, Rules

and Regulations.” DIA Translation (2002). Combatting Terrorism Center at West Point.

Accessible via https://www.ctc.usma.edu/v2/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Al-Qaida-

Constitutional-Charter-Translation.pdf
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months after al-Qa’ida’s senior leadership took the unprecedented step of kicking

al-Baghdadi out of al-Qa’ida due to his insubordinate posture, in mid-2014, with a

message titled “This is the Promise of Allah” that was published on the World Wide

Web in half a dozen major languages, his group declared it had achieved that

which al-Qa’ida has been striving to achieve since its inception in the fall of 1988:

Restoration of a caliphal model of governance upon so-called “historically Muslim

lands.” Further, with this declaration, al-Baghdadi’s group demanded all groups

striving to achieve this goal disband, with their members pledging bayat 

(allegiance) to the new caliph, al-Baghdadi.22

22. “This is the Promise of Allah.” Al-Hayat (Islamic State). June 2014. (English-

language transation of Abu Mohamed al-Adnani. “This is the Promise of Allah.” 

Al-Furqan (Islamic State). June 2014.)
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When IS declared its caliphate — kicking off an unprecedented competition for

dominance in the Global Jihad movement — the stars had also aligned for 

al-Baghdadi online. Especially in spaces of the Internet like the one managed by

Twitter. 

During the Arab Spring, the Muslim world discovered that social media could be

used as a powerful tool to organize individuals and coordinate activities offline.

These activities included protests in Egypt, assaults on government forces in 

eastern Libya, and, later, assaults on Western governmental personnel across

Libya.

By 2014, al-Qa’ida had significantly increased its utilization of social media. On the

slide you can see screenshots of Twitter accounts used to distribute links to 

propaganda by al-Qa’ida’s as-Sahab media foundation, which produces content

featuring al-Qa’ida’s senior-most leaders, messages from Sanafi al-Nasr, a now 

deceased leadership figure in the group of senior al-Qa’ida operatives dispatched

to Syria whom US officials refer to as the “Khorasan Group,” and messages from

the al-Qa’ida-affiliated Ansar al-Sharia Libya, whose operatives were reportedly 

involved with the 9/11 attacks of 2012 in Benghazi. As you can see, the followings

for these accounts make many members of Congress who use Twitter green with

envy.

Indeed, an absence of policies developed by social media companies to more 

effectively deter terrorist elements from exploiting social media platforms to 

distribute propaganda, or directly engage with individuals around the world has 

bolstered IS’s influence capabilities.

20.6k FollowerS

as-Sahab media Sanafi al-nasr ansar al-Sharia

19.2k FollowerS 16.6k FollowerS
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The Islamic State is now managing the most aggressive and, I would argue, 

effective influence operation of any terrorist group in history. The full extent of what

the Islamic State is doing in social media to support this influence operation is too

dynamic to cover in its entirety during the time I’ve been allotted. Meanwhile,

among the focus areas of this multifaceted influence operation which are of key

concerns to counterterrorism practitioners, and which are relevant to the issues I’ve

been asked to discuss with you are perceptions management, recruitment and 

incitement.
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Dabiq 1 (JUly ‘14)

To manage perceptions effectively among Salafi-Jihadist elements, IS must

demonstrate it is focused on action and results. The claim it has restored a caliphal

model of governance on so-called “historically Muslim lands” galvanized many 

elements of the Global Jihad movement. For IS claims to have achieved the result

which all members therein are striving to bring about. As you can see, not only the

content, but also the production quality of its propaganda materials demonstrates

that it is a priority for IS to build perceptions that its claim to have restored a

caliphate is credible.
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This claim was effectively twofold:  Firstly, IS was announcing it is governing 

territories in a manner it says are consistent with the models provided by 

Mohamed, his companions, and the Salaf. Secondly, in accordance with the model

provided by the Salaf, IS will strive to expand its territorial holdings throughout more

than just the the Levant.

Dabiq 5 (nov ‘14)
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As with any terrorist organization, IS propaganda materials are marketing tools

used to influence behaviors among two key audiences:  Individuals the group aims

to terrorize, and individuals the group aims to derive support from. For IS, the latter

category is the most important, because it requires membership growth in order to

retain and expand control of territory. Indeed, maintaining credibility for the claim it

has established a caliphate — a claim echoed with IS’s very namesake — is 

essential. Therefore, it is important to identify key narratives contained in IS 

propaganda and social media posts which amplify these narratives. Further, it is 

important to examine what IS’s narratives are intended to accomplish among

prospective supporters. 

In IS’s case, after its claim that it has established a caliphate, the next-most 

important narrative is twofold:  All (Sunni) Muslims are obligated to pledge 

allegiance to the caliph, and demonstrate their faith through actions called for by

him. The next key narrative is that the action IS supporters are obligated to take to

demonstrate their allegiance to al-Baghdadi, thus their faith, is to make a decision:

Make hijrah (emigrating to the caliphate to help IS defend and expand it), or wage

jihad at home against the terrorist group’s enemies. 

So if you see someone pledge allegiance to Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and then go on

a shooting spree, they have not merely been inspired; (s)he is fulfilling a directive

issued by the leadership of this terrorist group. For example, in a May 2015 

address, al-Baghdadi proclaimed:  “And we call upon every Muslim in every place

to perform hijrah to the Islamic State or fight in his land wherever that may be.”

I mention this because, as law enforcement personnel, it is important for you to 

understand that, in terms of the public’s interpretations of your comments about 

terrorists, “lone wolf” is ultimately an obfuscatory term. As a counterterrorism official

at FBI’s Washington Field Office put it in a discussion with me last September,

“There has only been one ‘lone wolf’ terrorist:  The Unabomber.” Indeed, an IS 

supporter who is trying to travel to Syria, or kill Americans at Joint Base Charleston

has made two conscious decisions:  One is to join a group, and the other is to 

participate in the activities called for by this group’s leaders.

While the terrorists responsible for the San Bernardino attack may not have 

coordinated their activities with the Islamic State’s officials, they were indeed 

directed by the Islamic State’s leader to kill anyone whom they perceive to be 

working against his group. And the logic among Salafi-Jihadist elements that 

anyone whose democratically-elected officials have made it a policy to fight groups

like al-Qa’ida is a legitimate target preceded the rebranding of al-Qa’ida’s former

Iraq branch as the Islamic State in 2014.

“And we call upon every

Muslim in every place to

perform hijrah to the 

Islamic State or fight in

his land wherever that

may be.”

—Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi
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The “hijrah, or jihad” narrative is echoed throughout much of IS’s propaganda. In

effect, IS is using its members to demonstrate why it is important for Muslims to

heed this call versus just relying on al-Baghdadi to issue it. One interesting 

example of this narrative I located in my archive is found in a video distributed in

2014. The video was shot in Kobani and features an English-speaking terrorist from

Canada known as Abu Anwar al-Canadi (deceased).  Addressing Muslims in

Canada, the US, and Europe, al-Canadi states: “Allah says that the disbelievers will

never cease fighting you! They will never cease fighting you until they turn you

back from your religion if they are able to do! So the mujahidin continue to call you

to one of two options: Hijrah, or Jihad.”23

23. Referenced in Michael S. Smith II. “DA’ISH:  Hijrah Defines Our Future.” 

DOWNRANGE. 11 February 2015. Accessible via

http://insidethejihad.com/2015/02/daish-hijrah-defines-our-future/

“Allah says that the disbelievers

will never cease fighting you!

They will never cease fighting

you until they turn you back from

your religion if they are able to

do! So the mujahidin continue to

call you to one of two options:

Hijrah, or Jihad.”
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With its propaganda, the Islamic State is also contrasting itself with al-Qa’ida in

ways intended to endear itself to young aspirant jihadis. Whereas much of 

al-Qa’ida’s propaganda typically features older figures in a static setting, such as a

library,24 the Islamic State’s propaganda typically features young people delivering

fiery remarks in the midst of warzones, or while dressed in tactical frock with rubble

in the background (as was the case with al-Canadi). Sometimes their remarks are

delivered while executing the group’s enemies, as was the case with the al-Hayat

video released earlier this year that features commentaries from participants in the

November 2015 Paris plot, titled “Kill Them Wherever You Find Them.”25 In 

aggregate, these editorial choices serve to highlight that a war is underway, with

the Islamic State’s young fighters having achieved a dominant status in this war —

a war which IS is fighting against better-equipped, technologically-superior 

governments. It is my assessment that the intended effect is for audiences to 

consider that the impossible (ie establishing a caliphate in the face of major world 

powers’ opposition to their project) may just be inevitable. Indeed, the intended net

effect of the Islamic State’s propaganda is to build confidence in the group sufficient

to stimulate action against governments which oppose it, and which, like al-Qa’ida,

IS has branded the “enemies” of Islam.

Further, whereas groups like al-Qa’ida have argued they are not terrorist organiza-

tions, in this video, one of the terrorists who participated in the Paris plot explains,

“So if you have sent your ‘Hunter’ fighter jets to bomb the Muslims, then know 

that the Islamic State has sent to you ‘hunters’ who thirst for the blood of the 

disbelievers, hunters who will not hesitate to slaughter you. For we are terrorists.

We are the ones who terrorize the disbelievers. We are the ones who terrorize

those who terrorize the Muslims.”26

24. Effective contrasting of IS and AQ propaganda in Daniel Byman and Jennifer

Williams. “Al-Qaeda Vs ISIS:  The Battle for the Soul of Jihad.” Newsweek. 27 March

2015. Accessible via http://www.newsweek.com/al-qaeda-vs-isis-battle-soul-jihad-

317414 “For the most part, the Al-Qaeda core still mostly produces variants of the

same tired old content it has been putting out since 2001— long videos featuring senior

Al-Qaeda ideologues pontificating about various aspects of jihad and quoting 

ex tensively from the Koran.”

25. “Kill Them Wherever You Find Them.” Al-Hayat (Islamic State). January 2016. Full

set of screenshots containing English-language subtitles at Michael S. Smith II. “On the

Latest IS Video Re Paris.” DOWNRANGE. 25 January 2016. Accessible via http://insid-

ethejihad.com/2016/01/on-the-latest-is-video-re-paris/

26. Ibid.
ScreenShot KIll them Wherever you fInd them (al-hayat/IS)
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It is also important to understand why IS is orienting its human resources to 

conducting operations in the West. As mentioned, having the blood of Westerner’s

on one’s hands is a key credential among Salafi-Jihadist elements. In 

al-Baghdadi’s statements and other propaganda, IS has consistently stated it 

intends to punish the US and other Western powers for their military activities 

targeting their group. And matching words and deeds is crucial for IS. 

In this slide we have screenshots of sections of Dabiq Issue 7, which was 

published online in February 2015. As you can see, IS propagandists are literally

arguing against the common narrative espoused by Western political leaders that

“Islam is a religion of peace.” They are also portraying Amedy Coulibaly as an 

exemplar of the behaviors IS leaders intend for members of their support base to

emulate. Weeks prior, Coulibaly executed attacks in Paris, France just after his

friends the Kouachi brothers assassinated a Charlie Hebdo employee who was

featured on an al-Qa’ida hit list contained in a 2013 edition of Inspire. Evidently,

Coulibaly was trying to help steer the media’s attention away from al-Qa’ida. (Note:

An al-Qa’ida media liaison in Yemen (killed months later in a US strike) had

promptly contacted journalists in the West to advise the Charlie Hebdo attack

should be attributed to al-Qa’ida, not IS.) Indeed, Coulibaly had foreknowledge of

the Kouachi brothers’ plot. In order to ensure his acts of terrorism were attributed to

IS in a manner intended to demonstrate that IS’s support base was helping IS

match words with deeds, Coulibaly’s pledge of allegiance to IS and an explanation

for his actions were posted online. Links to his “final will,” which was published on

JustPaste.it and elsewhere, were distributed in social media.

In terms of the group’s determination to showcase that it is indeed matching words

with deeds, the article published about Islamic State member Abdelhamid

Abaaoud’s intentions to conduct operations in Europe contained in this edition of

Dabiq did just that. Months later, in November 2015, Abaaoud and a group of other

IS members executed attacks in Paris — just as a variety of IS propaganda 

materials had claimed IS intended to do.

It is important to consider that the example set by Coulibaly, along with the attacks

executed in Paris, may reflect a deliberate effort to demonstrate IS is out 

al-Qa’idaing al-Qa’ida by doing precisely what al-Qa’ida has called for its support

base to do in the West. 

In Coulibaly’s case, he was almost certainly leveraging instructions provided in the

Winter 2014 edition of AQAP’s magazine Inspire to generate awareness of which

group his acts of terrorism should be attributed to, thereby increasing media 

coverage of that group. These instructions were provided in an article concerning
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what al-Qa’ida branded the “Global Lone Jihad Movement.” Accordingly, terrorists

executing attacks to help al-Qa’ida punish its enemies should do things to make the

public aware who the attacks should be attributed to, by such means as using a

time-delayed e-mail to notify others people of an attacker’s motives. Also in this 

edition of Inspire, France was listed among al-Qa’ida’s top targets, alongside the

UK and US. 

Certainly, if the Islamic State wishes to make al-Qa’ida appear like it is more 

inclined to talk about executing attacks targeting Westerners than operationalizing

plots in the West, one way to achieve this is to execute attacks which al-Qa’ida has

called for, but has not pulled off. Indeed, when you consider the targets selected for

the 13 November attacks IS executed in Paris, it is noteworthy that, in the Spring

2014 issue of Inspire, al-Qa’ida called for attacks in the US, France and the UK 

targeting sporting events, cultural institutions like the Louvre, as well as densely

populated facilities popular among tourists like hotels. On Friday the 13th, IS 

operatives targeted a sporting event attended by the president of France, whom I

believe they intended to assassinate, visitors of a cultural facility (ie the Bataclan)

during a concert, a café and two restaurants known to attract tourists. Furthermore,

it is noteworthy that, in his final messages before his demise, bin Ladin repeatedly

threatened France. In addition, according to a French intelligence report, an 

individual linked to al-Qa’ida’s network in Gaza known as Abu Mohamed al-Ansari

called for an attack targeting the Bataclan concert hall in 2009.27

27. Confidential source.
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So, respectfully, I disagree with FBI Dir Comey’s position that IS propaganda is not

“credible intelligence,” as he stated days after the November 13, 2015 attacks in

Paris.28

28. Comment highlighted by the official Twitter account of FBI’s Washington Field 

Office. 20 November 2015. Accessible via

https://twitter.com/FBIWFO/status/667744221802180608ScreenShot waShIngton FIeld oFFIce twItter account
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Influential figures in the Global Jihad movement, particularly al-Qa’ida leaders and

clerics which serve as al-Qa’ida enablers like Mohamed al-Maqdisi of Jordan, have

rejected IS’s most important claim — that it has established a caliphate. Ultimately,

they are trying to undermine IS’s influence capabilities by diminishing the 

perceptibility of IS’s claims about its accomplishments and what it intends to do

next as credible.

To counter this, IS is rigorously demonstrating in social media that it is achieving a

variety of results in ways intended to generate an aura of momentum, while also

showcasing it is more capable of punishing Salafi-Jihadists’ enemies than 

al-Qa’ida.

On this slide is a screenshot of an IS propagandist posting news that the group had

downed a Jordanian fighter jet, and captured its pilot, Lt Mu’ath al-Kaseasbeh, in

December 2014. Think about that for a minute. How many fighter jets has AQ shot

down? News of this feat was amplified in the media when, early in 2015, IS 

published online a video titled “Healing the Believers’ Chests” that documented the

immolation of Lt al-Kaseasbeh.29

Also on this slide is a tweet from an IS propagandist concerning the acts of 

terrorism executed in France by Coulibaly. As you can see, the propagandist is 

elevating Coulibaly’s stature in relation to that of the Kouachi brothers. In addition,

the propagandist has invoked a statement from bin Ladin in a manner intended to

demonstrate that IS members are now stewarding the jihad he charted, with 

al-Qa’ida having been steered of course by its current leader. This position was

firmly articulated in the seventh issue of Dabiq, and has been echoed throughout

much of IS’s propaganda.

In addition, I’ve included a screenshot of a tweet showcasing caravans of pickup

trucks loaded with heavily armed terrorists racing through the desert — a familiar

image intended to portray IS as a group on the move.

29. Video summary and screenshots available via Michael S. Smith II. “DA’ISH:  

Healing the Believers’ Chests.” DOWNRANGE. 3 February 2015. Accessible via

http://insidethejihad.com/2015/02/daish-healing-the-believers-chests/
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The announcement of one’s allegiance to al-Baghdadi via the Internet for the 

purpose of attributing an act of terrorism to the Islamic State was not a precedent

set by the terrorists responsible for the San Bernardino attack. As noted, Amedy

Coulibaly’s pledge of allegiance to IS was posted online. 

This example has been followed by other IS supporters than those responsible for

the attack in California. For example, in Saudi Arabia last September, two brothers

kidnapped one of their relatives who had recently joined a branch of the Kingdom’s

security services, drove him out into the desert, filmed his execution — with the 

executioner proclaiming the act of terrorism was committed to demonstrate support

for al-Baghdadi — promptly posted the video online using a mobile device, and

then tweeted a link to it in a manner intended to capture the attention of the 

manager(s) of a popular Twitter account used to distribute links to IS propaganda.

The pair proceeded to go on a rampage, stopping at two police stations where they

killed and wounded several other people before they were hunted down and killed

by Saudi authorities. The screenshot in the lower right is of an IS propagandist-

managed Twitter account, which used a screenshot of their execution film as the

banner image for the account.

What does this have to do with Americans? The answer is:  They are providing a

model for behavior for the world to see.
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Let’s take a look at the early phase of IS’s use of social media. The screenshot on

the left is of the English-language Twitter account used to distribute al-Hayat-

produced propaganda in July 2014. The account had a following of a couple 

thousand accounts. Notice the number of retweets for this post, which provided a

link to the first edition of Dabiq:  458 retweets.

On the right, you can see a recent tweet posted by Donald Trump concerning a

forthcoming trip to South Carolina. Mr. Trump’s Twitter following was roughly 6 

million at the time of this post. The number of retweets:  1,736.

We can see that, on a per account basis, early on, IS’s audience on Twitter was

more inclined to promote important announcements by retweeting them in July

2014 than Donald Trump’s audience was earlier in February 2016. Or perhaps an

IS member had created, say, 300 accounts that were used to retweet the link to

Dabiq Issue 1 to make it look like a popular topic. This, to generate a perception of

likeability in social media among young, impressionable audience members.
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Ok, as an aside:  No, I have not found any noteworthy examples of Donald Trump’s

comments being converted into recruitment tools by IS in the manners which both

Hillary Clinton and SITE Intelligence Group founder Rita Katz claimed they have

been.30 But, in recent weeks, remarks issued by Hillary Clinton’s pal former Deputy

CIA Dir Michael Morell concerning IS’s growth outpacing al-Qa’ida’s were used for

this purpose. On the left is a screenshot of a Telegram Messenger channel 

managed by the IS propagandist known as Asfura. As you can see, Morell’s 

remarks are being highlighted. The screenshot on the right highlights that, several

weeks later, two pages in the latest edition of Dabiq were dedicated to touting

Morell’s description of IS as a major threat to US interests.

30. “#ISIS didn’t feature #Trump in a video, but ISIS supporters/recruiters have used

Trump’s rhetoric to promote ISIS’ ideas & agenda. #Hillary.” @Rita_Katz (Twitter). 20

December 2015. Accessible via

https://twitter.com/Rita_Katz/status/678612336899420161
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Obviously, one way the Islamic State rapidly expanded its audience of prospective

supporters was through activities undertaken to elicit interest in the group among

news organizations. Notable among the terrorist organization’s efforts to garner 

ongoing coverage of its activities — which has helped it to eclipse the specter of 

al-Qa’ida — were the beheadings of journalists and aid workers from countries

whose governments are committed to fighting IS. 

In a piece published by The Washington Times in the fall of 2014, titled “When Ter-

rorists Compete, Americans Lose,”31 I noted that, in social media, it was clear the

attention IS was generating from major news organizations via its brutal treatment

of hostages from the West was making al-Qa’ida nervous. As is highlighted in this

slide, an extraordinary amount of attention had been paid to the Islamic State’s

video documenting the beheading of freelance journalist James Foley. Indeed, 

because the topic was trending so high in Twitter, al-Qa’ida propagandists were 

basically trying to convert interest in the Islamic State’s treatment of a hostage into

interest in their own treatment of a hostage. This, by using the popular hashtag

term #JamesFoley to draw attention to a message they released concerning 

al-Qa’ida’s American hostage, Warren Weinstein, who was reportedly killed months

later in a US drone strike.

31. Michael S. Smith II. “When Terrorists Compete, Americans Lose.” The Washington

Times. 1 September 2014. Accessible via

http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/sep/1/when-terrorists-compete-ameri-

cans-lose/
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Meanwhile, in social media, IS influence operations agents have established an 

aggressive behavioral model for the group’s global support base. This is not just

about promoting IS propaganda and amplifying narratives therein. Part of this 

behavioral model is a demonstration of the force of human will, albeit in a virtual

realm. Specifically, they are demonstrating a refusal to relent in the face of 

opposition from a government which is widely perceived as the dominant force in

the cyber domain. After all, the USG did create the Internet. Right?

To this end, IS members and supporters tout as credentials the number of times

their accounts have been suspended by Twitter. This is often done by including the

number of accounts they have managed in their Twitter handles, or by tweeting

screenshots of their previous account upon being suspended by Twitter.

Produced on 1 January 2016, the left and center screenshots on this slide are of

the primary Twitter account managed by Asawirti Media, an unofficial IS propa-

ganda production group which has furnished some of the most provocative anti-

American videos you’ll find IS supporters distributing links to in social media. This

was the 374th Twitter account opened by the group. Notice that it had amassed a

following of nearly 10,000 accounts. Now, if you’re thinking, “Well, how long was it

opened?” my answer is:  A very small window of time. Days earlier, on 28 

December 2015, Asawirti was on its 359th account. So we can see that this Islamic

State supportive propaganda machine has brand equity sufficient to amass 

followings into the thousands within hours of opening an account. Indeed, as I

noted on my Twitter account, on 25 December 2015, Asawirti opened its 357th 

account, which attracted more than 7,000 followers in a 14-hour window of account

activity that comprised 146 tweets (that does not include retweets). 

The screenshot on the right was produced 10 February 2016, just after the 419th

Twitter account managed by Asawirti Media was suspended. Since 1 January,

Asawirti’s primary Twitter account has been suspended more than 45 times. As you

can see, with this new account, Asawirti announced its creation of a new Telgram

Messenger channel.

32. Screenshots published via @Michael S. Smith II (Twitter). 26 December 2015. 

Accessible via https://twitter.com/MichaelSSmithII/status/680927371835367426

asawirti Media 

(Unofficial islamic state Propaganda)

1 Jan - 10 feb ‘16

MorE than 45 accoUnts
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The screenshot on the left highlights that, within a few hours, roughly 1,500

Telegram Messenger users had joined the newly-created Asawirti Media channel.

So, I’m guessing some of you are thinking, “Well, I’m sure that will get shut down

soon.” And, based upon the extensive research that I and my associates with both

Ghost Security Group and ControlSec have been conducting concerning the 

Islamic State’s use of Telegram’s channel functionality, you’re right. Telegram has

been more aggressive than Twitter with its efforts to deter terrorists’ uses of its

technology as a tool to broadcast propaganda and, as you can see in the center

screenshot of an IS “Technical Library” Telegram channel, instructions for doing

things like hacking Samsung cell phones, or manufacturing explosives. Obviously,

as the FBI awarded Samsung the contract for cell phone needs when Apple 

refused to offer an acceptable price for its iPhones in recent years, there are 

probably some special agents here today who may want to check their security 

settings. 

The screenshot on the right is of the 12th Telegram Messenger channel 

established on 8 February 2016 by the IS propagandist known as Asfura. This 

example highlights that the pattern discernible in Telegram is one similar to the 

pattern of behavior discernible in Twitter:  Maintaining presences within spaces of

the Internet where people around the world can connect with IS is a priority for the

terrorist group. Plus, as mentioned, IS members are establishing a model of online

behavior intended to encourage their terrorist organization’s support base to persist

with their uses of social media, even when social media companies take action to

discourage abuses of their technologies by terrorists and their supporters.

thE nEW frontiEr???

islamic state telegram Messenger channels

Many with

thoUsands of folloWErs
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While al-Qa’ida has long used social media to augment its ideological propagation

work, it is important to note that — unlike the Islamic State — al-Qa’ida does not 

require a massive influx of new members to sustain its operations in the near

term.33 Another factor that should be taken into consideration when comparing

these groups’ activities on social media is al-Qa’ida’s emphasis on operational 

security. Indeed, the Islamic State’s aggressive use of social media demonstrates a

much higher quotient of risk tolerance, as intelligence services often can locate 

individuals who are active on the Internet. 

Yet the Islamic State is not trying to create martyrs for the cause via encourage-

ment of its support base’s rampant abuses of social media platforms to help 

promote IS. It needs these individuals to at least try to do things to demonstrate

their allegiance to IS offline.

So, in 2015, the Islamic State began establishing Twitter accounts and Telegram

Messenger channels which are dedicated to informing the group’s support base of

best practices for online operational security. Among the technologies the group 

encourages its supporters to utilize are VPNs that help mask the location of one’s

device when one is online or transmitting e-mails. As you can see in the screenshot

in the foreground, the group also promotes uses of various encrypted texting and

voice apps. While these apps provide the robust level of encryption you would find

with PGP and older tech, they’re all much more user friendly, and, in some cases,

there is no acquisition fee.

33. See comments on this topics by Michael S. Smith II in “The ISIS Storm: America on

Alert.” Peacock Productions (NBC). Televised by The History Channel (November

2015). 21:00-21:11. Footage accessible via

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HD7SqPoS0k
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Most of what I have covered thus far highlights how IS is using propaganda and 

social media to establish models of behavior, both online and off, for the group’s

support base. From traveling to Syria and Iraq to help the group maintain de facto

control over population centers it claims to be governing, to killing individuals in the

West, these actions all help the group achieve credibility for its most important

claims. These claims are that it is presiding over a caliphate, and terrorizing what IS

and other Salafi-Jihadist elements call Islam’s enemies.

Yet what is also important to examine is this question: How does IS’s leadership 

intend for all of this to influence perceptions among individuals in the West whom

they aim to terrorize?

As I noted, social media platforms like Twitter, which the Islamic State’s 

propagandists have occasionally referred to as an Islamic State wilayat (province),

are among the most important tools used to manage this global influence 

operation. Particularly features of this influence operation aimed at creating security

challenges for Western powers who refuse to resort to the sort of ground forces-

intensive response to IS’s activities in Syria and Iraq that would propel al-Baghdadi

into the light of a Mullah Omar. A figure whose status in Salafi-Jihadist spheres as a

defender of “historically Muslim lands” against “Zionist-Crusader” “occupiers” 

warranted pledges of allegiance to him from the likes of such terrorist icons as bin

Ladin and al-Qa’ida’s current leader, Ayman al-Zawahiri. 

Titled “Fisabillilah,” the lyrics of a music video released by the Islamic State in 2015

to highlight countries in which it wishes to execute terrorist attacks (ie Germany,

France, the UK, Australia and the US) begin with the following refrain:  “To the 

enemies of Allah: Where are your troops?/We can no longer wait.”34 Repeated

throughout, these lyrics reveal that IS leaders had anticipated their terrorist group’s

actions would have prompted responses from the US and other Western powers

which more closely resembled the response to the 9/11 attacks of 2001. Clearly,

however, while publishing videos online which documented the beheadings of 

journalists and aid workers served to generate antipathy for the Islamic State

among civilian audiences the world over, this has all yet to manifest in horrified

Western civilian populaces demanding that their governments commit to a 

conventional war with this terrorist group.

34. Transcript in Michael S. Smith II. “DA’ISH Music Video ‘Fisabilillah’ Calls for Attacks

in the West.” DOWNRANGE. 14 April 2015. Accessible via

http://insidethejihad.com/2015/04/daish-music-video-fisabilillah-calls-for-attacks-in-the-

west/
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Ultimately, it is important to understand that the Islamic State’s interest in 

expanding terrorist operations in the West is about more than being able to credibly

claim it is punishing the so-called “enemies of Islam.” This is also about provoking

responses from Western powers which can help the Islamic State to both recruit

and stimulate interest in attacking its enemies the world over. 

Indeed, it is almost certain al-Baghdadi views a ground war with the US as an 

opportunity to rapidly subsume the support bases of al-Qa’ida and other Salafi-

Jihadist groups that are not yet aligned with IS. The Islamic State has often 

portrayed Western aggression as a driver of its growth, casting its supporters from

the West in the light of defenders of the faith who point to their respective 

governments’ military activities targeting Muslims as reasons why other Muslims in

the West should support IS. 

Such was the case with various missives from participants in the November 2015

Paris plot featured in the al-Hayat-produced video “Kill Them Wherever You Find

Them.” Addressing Europeans and Americans in the video, one of the terrorist 

responsible for the November 2015 attacks in Paris proclaims:  “You, along with

more than 70 other nations, formed a coalition to fight the Islamic State. But you

will not be able to stop it. By Allah, this is just the beginning. And the more you

wage war against the Islamic State, the more it will expand and the more Muslims

will come and join it.”

Furthermore, a ground war with the so-called “enemies” of the faith in Sham (Syria)

is an important item in the IS mythos. As is reflected with the title of the group’s

publication Dabiq, IS leaders seek to imbue their now global audience with antici-

pation of a final showdown — an apocalyptic battle that shall occur between the

faithful and Islam’s enemies in the fields surrounding Dabiq.
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So just imagine what the impact on Americans’ appetite for war might be if this 

scenario were to unfold:  The next time IS hackers release target lists containing

addresses and other information for officials from America’s defense, intelligence,

law enforcement and diplomatic communities, IS supporters are standing by to 

attack individuals and facilities — or residences — included on that list. (Yes, I can

say with near certainty that more lists will be published online.)

This is a screenshot of the list of more than 1,000 USG personnel identified as 

targets by the Islamic State Hacking Division that was posted online in August

2015. The list contains individuals’ names, respective employers (from CIA to FBI,

SPAWAR to US Embassies), email addresses with corresponding passwords,

physical locations, and phone numbers. A hacker named Ardit Ferizi has been

charged with providing IS this list. 

The statement published with the list reads:  “O Crusaders, as you continue your

aggression towards the Islamic State and your bombing campaign against the

muslims [sic], know that we are in your emails and computer systems, watching

and recording your every move, we have your names and addresses, we are in

your emails and social media accounts, we are extracting confidential data and

passing on your personal information to the soldiers of the khilafah, who soon with

the permission of Allah will strike at your necks in your own lands! …”

As you can see, I’m drawing your attention to the address for the site where the list

was published online. Typically, IS will publish material like this using popular 

file-sharing sites like JustPaste.it or Archive.org, which has been a clearinghouse

for terrorist propaganda for years. In this case, the Islamic State Hacking Division

used software called Cloud Flare to mask where the list was located online. 

However, a group I collaborate with known as Ghost Security Group developed

knowledge of how to work around this software (in certain cases) in order to identify

where such material is hosted.
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The comment “we are in your social media accounts” in the note provided with the

list published by IS in August 2015 was in reference to the breach of 

USCENTCOM’s Twitter account early in 2015. Even if IS hackers were not 

responsible for this act, as has been suggested in various federal reports, the

group’s support base has touted this as one of many IS feats in the cyber domain.
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The screenshot on the left is of the Twitter account used to distribute links to the

list. As you can see, the manager(s) of this account included account names for kik

and Wickr so that IS supporters could contact them directly. Also advertised was an

e-mail address.

The screenshot on the right is of a Tweet which included the link to the list. As you

can see, the link is to a mirror site, rather than the actual domain where the list was

hosted. This Twitter account was suspended soon after this information was posted

online. 
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On the left is a screenshot of the next Twitter account established by the Islamic

State Hacking Division. On the right is a screenshot of a tweet from this account

the day following the online publication of the list. As you can see, they are 

highlighting the list was still available online. In addition, they provided onlookers

with names and corresponding details from the list in individual tweets.

I was alarmed to observe them highlighting the list had not been removed from the

Internet. A day prior, I provided an FBI special agent assigned to the JTTF in South

Carolina with the information concerning where the list was hosted. Apparently, the

IS Hacking Division had hacked a WordPress site hosted in the US, and posted the

material unbeknownst to the site owner. Operatives with Ghost Security Group who

located the hosting location asked me for permission to block access to the site.

However, a supervising agent in South Carolina advised he could not approve this

activity as it would be conducted by unknown individuals versus me. As he put it,

he could not provide consent for otherwise illegal activity, or OIA, to individuals

whose identities are unknown to FBI. Further, he could not allow for me to function

as a proxy for consent for OIA for the purpose of blocking access to this list. 

I explained that the publication of this list and various other high-profile leaks 

highlight why operatives with Ghost Security Group were disinterested in having

their names listed in government databases as Confidential Human Sources 

(ie hackers capable of breaching US systems are clearly willing to provide sensitive

information to IS).

About a month later, an FBI official with Washington Field Office who has been 

involved with the case against Ardit Ferizi advised me that, if something like that list

is posted online again, just have them block access. Of course, he would not put

this feedback in writing for me. 

Indeed, even within federal agencies, you will encounter conflicting perspectives on

how to manage problems like this one as they arise.
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The screenshot on the left is of the 18th Twitter account managed by Junaid 

Hussain, who was successfully targeted days later with a drone strike in Syria.35

Hussain was reportedly designated a high priority target for the USIC due to his

work encouraging IS supporters around the world to execute acts of terrorism 

targeting IS’s enemies.36 He was a British national of Pakistani descent. He was

previously affiliated with one of the most active hacker groups whose members

claimed affiliation with Anonymous, and he was jailed in the UK for hacking Tony

Blair’s accounts and posting his personal information online.

As you can see, Hussain, who had become a leadership figure in the IS Hacking

Division, was touting that journalists had authenticated information contained on

the list of USG personnel that Ardit Ferizi allegedly provided the IS Hacking 

Division. As you can also see in his Twitter account profile, he provided IS 

supporters his Telegram Messenger, Surespot and kik account details so that they

could correspond with him directly. My research indicates he may have had a hand

in a plot targeting British tourists and Jews in Djerba, Tunisia that was disrupted

early in July 2015. His social media posts indicate he clearly had foreknowledge of

the plot. 

Why might he have tweeted something was coming “soon” in that case? Perhaps

to demonstrate to his audience that he was indeed involved with IS’s “external 

operations” division. Or perhaps to stimulate interest in conducting attacks among

other individuals who wished to show their support for IS. Or perhaps to achieve

both.

The screenshot on the right is of the 16th Twitter account managed by Hussain’s

wife, Sally Jones. As I noted earlier, Jones has been designated by Secretary of

State John Kerry for her support of IS. In one of the earlier slides, I provided a

screenshot that revealed where she was promoting the work of Anwar al-Awlaki. As

you can see in this screenshot, she was promoting information about the list 

allegedly provided by Ferizi. As you can also see, in her account profile she was

encouraging people to make hijrah. My assessment is that she included the term

fisabilillah (for the sake of Allah) in allusion to the aforementioned music video that

provided viewers insights of the types of plots IS wishes for its supporters to 

execute in the West.

35. Barbara Starr. “Prominent ISIS recruiter killed in airstrike.” CNN. 28 August 2015.

Accessible via http://edition.cnn.com/2015/08/26/politics/isis-recruiter-targeted-in-

airstrike/

36. Dipesh Gadher. “British hacker is No. 3 on Pentagon ‘kill list.’” The Sunday Times. 2

August 2015. http://www.thesundaytimes.co.uk/sto/news/uk_news/article1588418.ece
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As I noted in the documentary “The ISIS Storm:  America on Alert” that aired on

The History Channel last year, Ardit Ferizi had not simply (allegedly) provided 

information concerning USG personnel to the Islamic State; he also encouraged

support for the terrorist organization.37 Pursuant to his social media accounts’ 

linkages to IS social media networks a cyber operative (whom I have funneled 

information to federal officials for) began interacting with Ferizi last year. As these

screenshots highlight, via Twitter’s Direct Message feature, Ferizi soon sent 

messages which encouraged the operative to make hijrah and work with IS in Syria

or Iraq. Some of his messages concerned the alleged use of one of Saddam 

Hussein’s bunkers as a secure facility by IS members. While his messages may

have been insincere, he certainly did not discourage the operative’s stated interest

in joining IS.

Do I know for certain that Ferizi pledged allegiance to IS? No. But his activities in

social media indicated he was regularly interacting with IS members and 

supporters. Indeed, according to charges file against him, he is, in the very least,

an IS facilitator.

37. “The ISIS Storm: America on Alert.” Peacock Productions (NBC). Televised by The

History Channel (November 2015). 23:28-23:53. Footage accessible via

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HD7SqPoS0k
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Now, let’s stop for a minute and consider one factor which can make it easy for the

Islamic State to elicit support, and direct activities in the West — all in plain sight via

social media, and in ways which make it difficult for many law enforcement 

personnel to see it coming. 

As is well known, much of this terrorist organization’s propaganda, to include social

media posts, is presented in a variety of languages. Indeed, the group is aiming to

achieve global impact, and the fastest way to do that is to concurrently relay 

important messages in Arabic, English, French, German, Russian, Turkish, 

Japanese, Indonesian — the list of languages I’ve seen IS propagandist employ

goes on and on.

Meanwhile, although Muslim converts are a target audience — roughly 40 percent

of the individuals residing in the US who have been charged with attempting to 

support the Islamic State have been identified as converts — data indicates the 

Islamic State has attracted support from more lifelong Muslims residing in the West

than converts. In many instances, these people will be proficient with Arabic. And,

as the Islamic State’s recruiters are keenly aware, most law enforcement personnel

in the US are not proficient with Arabic.

Why would IS’s “external operations” operatives seek to coordinate attack plots

with individuals in the West? Because they are keenly aware that this will make it

difficult for officials to deny an attack is linked to the terrorist group, while increasing

fear among Americans concerning IS’s capabilities to mobilize attacks in the US.

The same effect is achieved when individuals make hijrah after interacting with IS

members located in Syria and elsewhere online.

Does anyone here read Arabic? On the slide, there are several Arabic terms and a

very well known name. If you saw a resident of your community who posts 

message in Arabic on social media frequently posting messages that contain what

you see on the screen, what would you think?

Translations:

Caliphate

Islamic State

Hijrah

Caliph

Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi

Fisabilillah
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... Fisabilillah
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In addition, Twitter has introduced a variety of tools that make Twitter work for the

Islamic State. On this slide you’ll see what I see in a common day’s work 

monitoring the Islamic State’s activities on Twitter:  A suspended account; a 

suspended account; a suspended account; and, when I click Follow on a popular

account managed by an IS propagandist, Twitter provides me with a short list of 

accounts that either have linkages to this account’s network, or whose posts 

contain similar content. As you can see, the notice reads, “You might also want to 

follow.”
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As this screenshot highlights, as of December 8, 2015, Twitter was still having a 

difficult time determining if an account is managed by an IS supporter. Even when

Rukmini Callimachi, a journalist who covers the Islamic State’s activities for The

New York Times, reported such an account to Twitter. 

Rukmini is knowledgeable enough about the Islamic State’s activities in Twitter to

identify their accounts. Particularly when, as was the case in this instance, an 

account is being used to harass her due to her work exposing things like IS’s sex

slave trade.

Here, we see Rukmini tweeting a screenshot of the note Twitter sent to explain why

they would not suspend the account she had reported.38

38. @rcallimachi (Twitter). 8 December 2015. Accessible via https://twitter.com/rcalli-

machi/status/674247340463550467
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I called Rukmini to ask for the account handle so we could produce some 

screenshots. As you can see in these slides, the account handle is 

@Muslimah_9_11. As you can also see, this account’s posts were clearly 

supportive of the Islamic State. As you can see, this account’s manager(s)

retweeted a tweet announcing the creation of the 233rd Twitter account managed

by an IS propagandist I mentioned earlier, known as Asfura. And as you may recall

seeing in an earlier slide, Sally Jones retweeted an example of the manager(s) of

this IS social media personality known as Muslimah tweeting about the publication

of the massive list of USG personnel and corresponding details in August 2015. 

Indeed, if you want to keep track of Sally Jones’ latest Twitter accounts, keep track

of Muslimah’s accounts. Muslimah is slightly more active on Twitter, and part of

Sally Jones’ social media network.
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In relation to IS’s use of social media to help manage its global influence operation,

Twitter is indeed the center of gravity. That Twitter has not been more aggressive

with its efforts to address this situation is indeed ironic. 

These screenshots highlight a variety of examples of IS propagandists threatening

the founder of Twitter and a Twitter CEO. Two of them were included in one of my

opening slides. 

The terrorist organization has also called for attacks targeting Twitter’s employees.

For some time during 2015, the primary Twitter account used to highlight the 

activities of IS’s Libya branch used artwork showcasing Jihadi John pointing a knife

at Twitter’s founder.
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What If?

Last year, a young man residing in Florida who is not believed to be a sincere 

supporter of the Islamic State was charged with using social media to encourage 

Islamic State supporters to execute terrorist attacks in the US. He allegedly 

provided individuals whose social media profiles indicated they were sympathetic to

IS with attack plot concepts, including the identification of specific targets. 

Meanwhile, the number of Islamic State-related investigations in the US opened by

FBI indicates IS is indeed realizing far greater successes with its efforts to stimulate

interest in supporting the terrorist organization among individuals located in the US

than al-Qa’ida. Indeed, there is hard evidence which reveals the Islamic State’s

members and supporters are successfully encouraging individuals in the US to

demonstrate their support for this terrorist group by resorting to some form of action

— be it emigrating to the so-called “caliphate,” or waging jihad at home.

Therefore, an interesting scenario to examine is this:  Could sociopaths or 

elements hostile to the US, such as Iran’s Qods Force, utilize social media to 

(a) identify individuals located in the US who appear sympathetic to IS, (b) 

convince these individuals they are IS external operations coordinators, 

(c) stimulate interest among such individuals in conducting certain acts of terrorism

targeting specific individuals or institutions, and (d) utilize these unwitting 

individuals to mobilize such attacks?

What if?
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